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With your inspiring rating, COSTWAY will be more consistent to offer you EASY 

SHOPPING EXPERIENCE, GOOD PRODUCTS and EFFICIENT SERVICE!

Mit Ihrer inspirierenden Bewertung wird COSTWAY konsistenter sein, um Ihnen 

EIN SCHÖNES EINKAUFSERLEBNIS, GUTE PRODUKTE und EFFIZIENTEN 

SERVICE zu bieten!

Avec votre évaluation inspirante, COSTWAY continuera à fournir une 

EXPÉRIENCE D’ACHAT PRATIQU E, des PRO DUITS DE Q UALITÉ et un 

SERVICE EFFICACE !

Con su calificación i nspiradora, COSTWAY será más consistente para ofrecerle 

EXPERIENCIA DE C OMPRA F ÁCIL, BUENOS PRODUCTOS y SER VICIO 

EFICIENTE.

Con la tua v alutazione incoraggiante, COSTWAY s arà più coerente per o ffrirti 

ESPERIENZA DI ACQUISTO FACILE, BUONI PRODOTTI e SERVIZIO 

EFFICIENTE!

Dzięki twojej opinii COSTWAY będzie mógł oferować jeszcze WYGODNIEJSZE 

ZAKUPY, LEPSZE PRODUKTY i SPRAWNIEJSZĄ OBSŁUGĘ KLIENTA.

US office: Fontana

UK office: Ipswich

DE office: FDS GmbH, Neuer Höltigbaum 36, 22143 Hamburg, Deutschland

FR office : 26 RUE DU VERTUQUET, 59960 NEUVILLE EN FERRAIN, FRANCE



Every appliance have passed the water test in factory.
It is normal if you found some water left in appliance.
Please feel tree to use it

Please read this instruction carefully before using and keep it safe.
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40cm (15.7” )
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17.8”W x 16.2”D x 19.3”H
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                                        You can protect the appliance from unexpected termination of the

repeatedly

programme (e.g. improper operation by children).
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Flip the spray arm after the basket is pushed in. to check if the spray arm still can be 
rotated.

after the basket is pushed in.
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Make sure that the power is 
turned off. Rotate the filter 
assembly counterclockwise to 
remove it for cleaning. And 
turn it clockwise to put the 
filter assembly back in place.

Pull out the main 
basket from the 
appliance, and then 
slightly raise the lower 
spray arm to prevent 
the clip from falling.

Leaking seals and door seals should be cleaned with a damp cloth. To clean the 
dead corners inside the dishwasher, please clean it with citric acid and a damp cloth. 
Please use a special detergent to clean the liner and internal pipes of the dishwasher 
according to the instructions.

Rotate the upper 
sprayer 
counterclockwise to 
remove. And turn the 
spray arm clockwise 
to put it back.

Check whether the 
spray arm is blocked. 
If so, use a thin wire to 
pull out the blockage 
or flush the hole with 
water.

Rinse the filter assembly with 
running water, do not use 
steel wool or iron brush, 
otherwise it will scratch the 
filter and cause it to rust.
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No reaction after turning 
on the power

Have no reaction when 
pressing any button 
except the power botton.

Clean the power plug and make sure it’2. Power is cut off s dry.

3.All the lights are on, it might on the childproof 

Clean the power plug and make sure it’s dry.

locking mode.

3.All the lights are on, it might on the childproof 
locking mode.

1. Please make sure the utensils be placed correctly. If the utensils are facing up 
and there is water in the plates/bowls, the dishwasher indicates a lack of water.
2. Please contact the after-sales service department

1.Lean the appliance about 30 t0 45 to pour out the water in the bottom plate,

2.Check if the drainage pipe is placed too high,

3.Check if the pipe is knotted blocked or pressed,

4.Check if the appliance is placed correctly

5.Exclude above cause, try to restart the appliance

Please contact the after-sales service department.

1.The holes of spray arm has been blocked, 
the washing powder can not be flushed out .

Run the quick wash mode again and put mode rate 
washing powder as instructed next time.

Refer to section “Adding detergent”

If there is not too much foam, you can open the door to 
make the foam less and less, if there is too much foam, 
you can use a tool to remove it. Finally, restart any 
program for about 3 minutes, and then execute it again 
until the bubbles disappear.
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